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Abstract—This paper presents an innovative computer system that contributes to sustainable development of the enterprise. The research refers to a rethinking of traditional systems of collaboration and risk assessment, present in any organization, leading to a sustainable enterprise. This concept integrates emerging tools that allow the implementation and exploitation of the collective intelligence of the enterprise, allowing the exchange of contextual, agile and simplified information, and collaboration with networks of customers and partners in an environment where risks are controlled. Risk assessment is done in a systemic way: the enterprise as the system compared to the contained departments and the enterprise as a subsystem compared to: families of international standards and sustainability’s responsibilities. The enterprise, in this systemic vision, responds to the requirements that any existing system to operate continuously in an indefinite future without reaching key resource depletion. The research is done by integrating collaborative science, engineering, management, psychology, obtaining thus a cornerstone of sustainable development of the enterprise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an approach to the impact of collaborative technologies that are adapted inside the enterprise and for the risk management on sustainable development of the enterprise. Currently a common concern, both nationally and internationally, is sustainability.

Problems affecting sustainability is the opposition between the needs of population growth on the one hand and the planet’s resources, the continuous degradation of the environment and new technologies on the other part. Enterprises’ sustainability generates value and develops opportunities so that this concept has become the concern of all. The sustainable development of the company is influenced by two major complementary elements: risk assessment and implementation of collaborative platforms emerging in the enterprise or between enterprises and their partners or customers. Risk assessment is done in a systemic way: the enterprise as the system compared to the contained departments and the enterprise as a subsystem compared to: families of international standards and sustainability’s responsibilities.
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In investigating the complex problem of enterprise, the systemic approach is expanding more and more, based on the general theory of systems. Acceptance of the broader notion of system is that of a group of components that meet a set of rules of operation and work together to achieve a common goal. In the same research, the subsystem is defined as a branch of the system that includes equipment, components, human resources, facilities, processes, documentation, procedures and various connected programs to achieve common goals [1].

In the industrial activity, the systemic approach of specific problems may be considered as any technical means, machine tool, work items, workshops, departments, companies, industries are sets of systems merged according to certain rules and meet a well-defined purpose. As an industrial system we can consider any type of industrial production unit or division thereof and any reunions of such units. Thus, it may be that the company as a system consists of subsystems, and it becomes itself subsystem in relation to the national economy.

II. THE PILLARS OF A SYSTEMIC VISION

A. Risk evaluation

Achieving the company’s objectives requires knowledge of, and multiple risk-taking. Their treatment leads to a sustainable development of the enterprise. The process by which the enterprise is directed and coordinated in terms of risk represents the risk management. Risk management is the process of identifying loss exposures that the organization is facing and to select the most appropriate techniques for treating each exposure separately [2].

In another vision, risk management is a systematic process by which risks are identified, assessed, analyzed, reduced or eliminated in order to achieve the objectives [3].

The authors conclude that risk management in sustainable enterprises is a cyclical and continuous process which is coordinating activities to direct, control or treat risks including monitoring, communication and consultation with satisfying the needs of present generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs [4]. Risk assessment leads to enterprise’s stability, to enterprise’s sustainable development.

Risk management contribution to sustainable development is substantial being a pillar in the enterprise’s stability.

B. The Sustainable Enterprise

Currently a common concern, both nationally and
internationally, is sustainability. Problems affecting sustainability is the opposition between the needs of population growth on the one part and the planet's resources, the continuous degradation of the environment and new technologies on the other part.

The origin of the concept of sustainable development is rooted in Greek and Roman philosophy (where the relationship man - nature is respected), but only in the last four decades is systemic defined "long-term development is viable only understanding the respect for the environment, social justice and economic profitability" (World Commision on Environment and Development - 1987).

The sustainable enterprise will be characterized by its ability to achieve a proper balance between the long-term production capacity (product with the generic sense here) and own resources or the ones from the environment. This company will be involved in supporting local and regional sustainable development and will have to integrate itself in the horizontal and vertical development of an economic environment [5].

The European Commission launched on April 2000 the tool of "triple basis line" on the request of measuring their value, having as subordinated problems:
- the environment: the impact of the campaign activities on the environment broadly – natural resources usage, rejecting the entire nature, territory occupation.
- economic: in collecting financial performances, the sustainable development means taking into consideration the long term perspectives of the companies, their impact on the economic growth in their field of activity and obeying the ethical principles in business.
- social: the social consequences of the company as a whole its representatives: employees, solicitors, clients, local community[6].

In another theory, a forth base line appears, now very important, and that is the technological responsibility, an important element in the development of any organization, as in Fig. 1 [7].

The technological management is one of the most important direction by which the company should go by. The technological management principally defined by the implication and engagement of technology for a corroborating and simultaneous action for all the company functions. As this concept is accepted, we also have to accept the fact that technology is an important resource and a variable with high grade of impact on all the management functions and on the risk management cycle. It doesn’t matter if the market actors are: the producer, the customer or the user. This approach sharpens in the context of sustainable development. The technological management is presuming that any other managerial function is going to use this technology by one hand and by the other will have to consider it as a form of input, as a resource as much as in the strategic visions and the operational procedures and methods. In this context we need a technological goal that of making it more coherent and consistent with all the short or long term activities of the sustainable company’s departments and sectors. Therefore the company shall achieve a higher level of business performances as well as its goals and will easily integrate in the local, regional, national or global sustainable development [5].

C. Enterprise 2.0.

Openness, transparency, agility, collaboration and ‘social’ computing are currently highly fashionable values, but applying them to achieve specific business value with both existing and new web 2.0 technologies whereas attempting to manage employee change for effective use is highly challenging.

Andrew McAfee of Harvard Business School in 2006 referred to this concept the "Enterprise 2.0" in his paper, Enterprise 2.0: The Dawn of Emergent Collaboration, MIT Sloan Management Review. McAfee’s latest definition reads thus:’Enterprise 2.0 is the use of emergent social software platforms within companies, or between companies and their partners or customers”. McAfee’s suggests that Enterprise 2.0 has become a reality because three broad and converging trends: simple, free platforms for self-expression, emergent structures, rather than imposed ones and order from chaos.

The requirements for which Enterprise 2.0. is seeking to answer in the literature, as [8], cover six dimensions: a sense of belonging to a community, social networking, network access to information and knowledge, emerging collaboration, adaptive reconfigurability and global mobility.

The advantages of implementing Enterprise 2.0, as [9]; productivity, retention of knowledge, information discovery, agile businesses, cross pollination, encouraging innovation, competitive advantages, modern working places, increased transparency, reduced redundancy, better communication and lower costs. The concept of Enterprise 2.0 is implemented by combining the technologies of blogging, SNS, Wiki and RSS, as well as open-source software. Basically, Enterprise 2.0 is a mechanism for promoting information within and outside the enterprise by adopting Web 2.0 technologies and concepts. Enterprise 2.0 implies a continuous development, integration of virtual communication, authentic products and services, everything that involves evolution. The whole innovation process involves a clear identification of the enterprise in the cooperative environment.

D. International Standards

For a correct alignment with international standards several companies have integrated approaches and methods of risk assessment in the complex context of families defined by international standard ISO 9000 (Quality Management Systems), ISO 14000 (Environmental Management Systems), ISO 18 000 (Management Systems Occupational Health and Safety), ISO 26000 (Corporate Social Responsibility) and ISO 27000 (Information Security Management).
### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Standards</th>
<th>Defining elements</th>
<th>Benefits of implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ISO 9000                | Effective designing, implementing and managing quality management systems. (International Organization for Standardization, 2011)                     | - Increasing the efficiency  
- Reducing losses  
- Improving the quality of products / services  
- Customer satisfaction  
- Customer confidence |
| ISO 14000               | Includes standards and guidelines on environmental management, which is what the organization makes to minimize harmful effects on the environment, from its activity. (International Organization for Standardization, 2011) | - Reduced consumption of raw materials and energy  
- Reduction of pollution  
- Increases appreciation from the society and the inhabitants of the area  
- Increasing domestic and external competitiveness, reliability and durability of products. |
| ISO 18000               | It focuses on identifying and eliminating risks that may arise at work and on continuous improvement of specific processes. (International Organization for Standardization, 2011) | - Identification and controlling in efficient way of the risks related to health and safety at work  
- Compliance and harmonization of activities with specific labor laws  
- Continuous improvement of technological processes and equipment related to the activity. |
| ISO 26000               | Includes defining elements and rules for corporate social responsibility (International Organization for Standardization, 2011)                           | - Improving enterprise’s image  
- Involvement in social network  
- Increasing society’s appreciation  
- Data security  
- Optimum development of activities in the enterprise  
- Reduction of new and emerging risks |
| ISO 27000               | Its field of application is information technology management and data security management. (International Organization for Standardization, 2011)         |                                                                                                                                 |

International standards are standards developed by international standards organizations. International standards are available for consideration and use, worldwide. The most prominent organisation is the International Organization for Standardization. A comprehensive analysis of these standards is made above.

### III. PROPOSAL AN INTEGRATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR SYSTEMIC RISK EVALUATION

This research facilitates the development of risk assessment solutions for the company as a system approach that integrates: systemic vision of the enterprise, enterprise sustainable development and mathematical expression of the overall risk that will be calculated in the enterprise system.

The most common risk assessment methods are the checklists, instrument involving a considerable number of resource mobilization.

By integrating them into a platform for evaluating, the authors, developed a risk assessment process optimization. This platform helps identify hazards in the system / subsystem risk-assessed and risk analysis for the identified, new or emerging risks. The development of this platform helps to better understand the complexity of risk assessment, the risk management cycle. These preliminary research results are convergent to a adequate behavior of the risk assessors and their teams (e.g. risk mitigation, preventive, pro-active behavior etc.). The information system design process was developed using the facilities offer by WampServer software, 2.1e version from 07.01.2011, which includes: Apache 2.2.17; Php 5.3.5; Mysql 5.5.8; XDebug 2.1.0-5.3-vc6; XDC 1.5; PhpMyadmin 3.3.9; SQLBuddy 1.3.2; webGrind 1.0. The web platform has a user friendly interface that allows: the analyze step by step for the enterprise. The web platform allow saving partial data/information of the analysis (when the risk assessment process take place in several days) and the visualization of different steps of the assessment process.

Finally, after the risk assessment process is done, a Report can be generated, visualizing and then printed.

The development process is related to a web platform design that can easy support the risk assessment processes in different organizations.

**Risk assessment is done in the enterprise** as a system, in relation to the departments that make it up and in the company as a subsystem in relation to the national economy. Basically the vision involves risk assessment approach in the enterprise system and enterprise subsystem. The pillars for systemic approach of the enterprise, as a subsystem, are shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2 The Subsystem Enterprise](image-url)
The enterprise is a subsystem compared to the national economy, so that risk reporting is made in relation to this. Thus, international law recommends implementation of international standards for sustainable development of the enterprise. These families of international standards (ISO 9000, ISO 14000, ISO 18000, ISO 26000, ISO 27000). Risk assessment is based on the principles incorporated into the international standards of sustainability on the four responsibilities: technological, economic, environmental and social responsibility.

In the presented model, the enterprise becomes the system to the departments that it contains, practically the company is the sum of the contained departments, as in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3 The System Enterprise](image)

In this case the company comprises the sum of employees of each department. The risk management cycle involves an assessment from the individual to the general, namely, a risk assessment on the job, the enterprise as a system is a sum of such risks. On the other hand, there are risks in the relationships of interaction between departments also, so that the total risk that can be identified in the enterprise as a system is equivalent to identifying risks on the workplace and on the arrangements of the relations between departments.

The evaluation is to assess existing, new and emerging risks at the workplace and on the relationships between the contained departments.

The identified total risk can be calculated using the following formula:

\[ R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} R_{i,j} + \sum_{k=2}^{n} A_{k} R_{int,department} ; i=1, n; j=1, m \]  

(1)

where,

- \( R \) = total risk of the enterprise system;
- \( i \) = number of departments in the enterprise;
- \( j \) = number of jobs / department;
- \( R_{i,j} \) = risk at the workplace \( i \) from department \( j \);
- \( R_{int,department} \) = risk of interaction between departments.

After identifying how the company behaves in relation to the contained departments and the national economy, basically we can reach identifying risks at the workplace, both in the enterprise as a system and in the enterprise as a subsystem. We can say that the human factor is a key element in the system / subsystem. Thus, the associated risks are inherent in an assessment for occupational risks.

The authors conclude that the risk management cycle requires two sides, as in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4 The risk management cycle](image)

Health and safety problems at work are very topical in the desire to reduce/eliminate duration and exposure consequences of human operators to various occupational hazards. Accidents and occupational diseases involve direct and indirect costs as follows: human costs for employees and their families, financial costs for companies / organizations (absent in case of accident or illness, insurance costs, productivity, profits, competitiveness, etc.), costs for the whole society (a burden increasingly larger on the health systems) [10]. The European Occupational Health and Safety Strategy (2007-2012) propose a target of 25% Reduction of Working Accidents and Professional Diseases [11].

IV. THE INTEGRATION OF PRINCIPLE COLLABORATION

A new perspective on risk management and an attitude of collaboration-empowered by Enterprise 2.0 tools and technologies- leads to a sustainable enterprise. A comprehensive and integrated full-web solution, this approach allows enterprises to automate and centralize the entire risk management cycle. The approach developed aims to develop a computer system, easy to use, for risk assessment and allows resumption at any time from any point on the desired responsibility: social, economic, environmental or technological. With this tool, responsible (managers at different levels) of within the enterprises can better define their strategies, policies and tactics. This tool includes social collaboration, using open source tools thus achieving a sustainable enterprise. To assess risks in the enterprise, the authors propose the following diagram, as in Fig. 5, which shows the steps to achieve the underlying system (platform developed), namely: defining purpose, description of the analysed system, hazard identification in the four responsibilities risk identification, risk analysis, risk treatment, communication and control.
The Integrating social collaboration leads to an optimal system analysis, which is a pillar for the enterprise's decision system. Communication and control are essential in the management process. Corporate communication for business sustainability, corporate communication component that integrates communication activities with stakeholders relevant to the organization, has as the central theme the organization's growth prospects for sustainability in the context of sustainable development.

The information system will be developed using WampServer software and comprising: Apache 2.2.17, Php 5.3.5, Mysql 5.5.8, XDebug 2.1.0-5.3-vc6, XDC 1.5, PhpMyadmin 3.3.9, SQLBuddy 1.3.2 si webGrind 1.0.

The database underlying the computer system for occupational risk assessment can be made public. In this way, the company can develop and highlight its corporate social responsibility through active participation in enriching information of the public database system with questions about risk, consequences and measures specific to its own domain. Thus, there is a system of continuous improvement and widening of the scope. Through these integrated concepts the information system thus proves two other benefits: advertising and communication (self-help between the enterprises).

Integration of the defining factors for the concepts used lead to an optimal risk management cycle.

These Connection, Communication, Collaboration and Contents are 4 main factor of WEB2.0. I call these 4 components as “4C” and interaction of the 4C is “4C model”. Each component of the 4C model has own value. It communicates with each other and generates value (Connection - Finding right person and right information, Communication - Communicate with people, Collaboration - To generate value, co-work with other people, Contents - Store value in www) [12].

The model of the “4 Rs” (Reduce - process optimization, Re-arrange - to combine individual features of existing products; Re-build - to change or enhance the existing functions; Reverse - to think in the reverse mode from different directions for inspirations and new concepts and 4 Ps (Profit – cost optimization, Protests – employees’ solidarity, Policies – compliance with current legislation and norms, Preservation – protecting the environment and natural resources of sustainability [13]).

The integration of these models “4Cs” and “4Rs” in the enterprise contribute to the sustainable development of the enterprise, brings added value. The authors developed a model for integrating these models in the enterprise that is a proposal supported, Fig. 6. This tool was tested in a Romanian company.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a cross-disciplinary approach for occupational/professional risks assessment integrative tools development. Preliminary results have been focused on achieving a full-web solution to achieve an optimal risk management cycle. It helps with decision making, it helps with communication, it helps prioritize.

This tool of evaluation allows for easy usability and makes a complete identification of risk in the enterprise as a system and subsystem. Understanding of all the factors’ disadvantages is very important. This the probability of success increases and the losses are reduced in the organization.

Future research directions involve: conducting exploratory research to define and implement safety / security culture in organizations (determining motivational factors specific to individual and organizational behavior appropriate for safety at work), the development of modeling based on emerging risks discovered during platform testing, and making an application using the expert system using VP-Expert generator.
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